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15 November 2019 
 
Victorian Planning Authority       Sarah Davies  
Re: Amendment C241wsea Shenstone Park PSP    Postal Address 
Level 25, 35 Collins Street        
MELBOURNE VIC 3000.         
amendments@vpa.vic.gov.au      
          
 

 

Dear Victorian Planning Authority, 

Submission to: Exhibition of the Whittlesea Amendment C241wsea Shenstone Park 
Precinct Structure Plan 

We provide a submission to the Whittlesea Amendment C241wsea Shenstone Park Precinct 
Structure Plan on behalf of the landowners of 795 Epping Road, Wollert 3750 and 825 Epping 
Road, Woodstock 3751. 

Please find attached below our submission. Our submission relates to land use and statutory 
planning controls. 

Should you wish to discuss this submission or have updates to provide please do not hesitate to 
call or email.  

 
Kind Regards,  

 
Sarah Davies on behalf of  
 

, the owners of 825 
Epping Road, Woodstock 3751. 

 of 795 Epping 
Road, Wollert 3750. 
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1 Executive Summary 

The Landowners of 795 Epping Road, Wollert and 825 Epping Road, Wooodstock provide this 
submission to the Exhibition of the proposed Amendment C241wsea to the Whittlesea Planning 
Scheme (Shenstone Park Precinct Structure Plan). 

In considering the Shenstone Park PSP within the broader context of the development of the 
Northern Growth Corridor and the City of Whittlesea Planning Scheme we support Amendment 
C241wsea to the Whittlesea Planning Scheme (Shenstone Park Precinct Structure Plan). 

Background 

The properties affected in this submission comprise two adjoining parcels of land located on the 
western side of Epping Road in Wollert and Woodstock. The combined properties (subject site) 
have an area of 218.4 Ha.  

The subject site sits outside of the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and is located within an area of 
approximately 700 hectares of Green Wedge zoned land which abuts the UGB on its northern, 
western and southern boundaries.  

The following Precinct Structure Plan (PSP’s) currently sit within the UGB in this location: Wollert, 
Woodstock and Shenstone Park. The imminent residential development means that the subject 
site and surrounding precinct will abut urban land along all but its eastern boundary.  

Under the proposed amendments to the Planning Scheme the subject site will be encircled by 4 
main arterial roads; being the road to be constructed along the Shenstone Park precinct boundary 
and existing Epping, Summerhill and Donnybrook roads. 

The subject site has a history of agricultural use extending over a period in excess of 50 years 
during which the predominant farming activity consisted of cattle grazing.  

The subject site has the following statutory planning context:  

 Green Wedge Zone (GWZ) 
 Environmental Significance Overlay 

o Schedule 1 (River RedGum Grassy Woodland (ESO1) 
o Schedule 5 (River Red Gum Grassy Woodland) (ESO5) 

 Floodway Overlay (RFO) 
 Heritage Overlay (HO168) 

 

Considerations and Request 

We seek to alert the Victorian Planning Authority to five considerations within the Whittlesea 
Planning Scheme that specifically relate to the subject site. These will impact current or future 
planning of Northern Growth Corridor including future iterations of the Shenstone Park PSP. These 
are detailed below in Section 2. Parts 2.1 to 2.5. 
 
We submit that a review of the existing planning controls that apply to the subject site is warranted. 
This will ensure that planning controls that apply to the subject site reflect the true nature of the 
site. Hence planning controls can be accurately used within the broader strategic planning and 
land use context of the Northern Growth Corridor and City of Whittlesea Planning Scheme 
including future iterations of the Shenstone Park PSP. 
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2 Introduction 
We the Landowners of 795 Epping Road, Wollert and 825 Epping Road, Wooodstock, the subject 
site, wish to provide a submission to the Exhibition of Amendment C241wsea to the Whittlesea 
Planning Scheme (Shenstone Park Precinct Structure Plan). 

We make this submission as the subject site is boarded at the west by the Shenstone Park 
Precinct.  

Our submission relates to land use and statutory planning controls. 

3 Subject Land & Surrounds  

3.1 Physical Location  
The site comprises two adjoining privately owned parcels of land located on the western side of 
Epping Road in Wollert and Woodstock approximately 50 kilometres to the north of Melbourne.  

The site sits outside of the Urban Growth Boundary and is located within an area of approximately 
700 hectares of Green Wedge zoned land. 

The two properties comprise the following areas:  

• 795 Epping Road, Wollert: 121.2 Ha (approx); and  

• 825 Epping Road, Woodstock: 97.9 Ha (approx).  

The combined properties forming the site have an area of 219.1 Ha (Approx). The following 
Cadastre Plan confirm the boundaries and areas of the combined sites. 

 

Figure 1: Cadastre Plan 
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3.2 Surrounding Land Use 

The properties are located within a broader urban area generally bounded by Donnybrook Road to 
the north, the Urban Growth Boundary and related Shenstone Park PSP and Special Use Zone 
land to the west, Summerhill Road to the south and Epping Road to the east.  

The site is located on the eastern boundary of the northern growth corridor. As such it has been 
witness to significant land use change within the surrounding area. Accordingly, much of the land 
to the north, west and south has been designated Urban Growth Zone (UGZ) consistent with its 
inclusion within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) over the last decade. Land within these 
adjacent areas has either been developed or is currently transitioning to urban use via the Precinct 
Structure Planning process. PSP’s proximate to the site include Wollert, Woodstock and 
Shenstone Park. 

The following Locality Plan confirms the location of the site within the broader land use context. 

 

Figure 2. Locality Plan 

 

3.3 Existing Land Use 

The site has a history of agricultural use extending over a period in excess of 50 years during 
which the predominant farming activity consisted of cattle grazing.  

Current improvements to the land consist primarily of the existing dwelling, internal and external 
fencing, cattle yards and watering facilities. Similar to adjacent landholdings, the site comprises 
typically level ground and or gently undulating landforms. Consistent with its historic use, the site is 
grassland interspersed with scattered mature red-gums. The following photographs document the 
site from various locations. 
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Figure 3: Photos of subject site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Statutory Planning Controls 

The site has the following statutory planning context:  

 Green Wedge Zone (GWZ) 
 Environmental Significance Overlay 

o Schedule 1 (River RedGum Grassy Woodland (ESO1) 
o Schedule 5 (River Red Gum Grassy Woodland) (ESO5) 

 Floodway Overlay (RFO) 
 Heritage Overlay (HO168) 
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4 Considerations 
We seek to alert the Victorian Planning Authority to five considerations about planning controls and 
land use within the Whittlesea Planning Scheme that specifically relate to the subject site. These 
will impact current and future planning of the Northern Growth Corridor including future iterations of 
the Shenstone Park PSP. The five assumptions are outlined for consideration below: 

4.1 Flora and Fauna 

The subject sight has two environmental overlays. However a Vegetation and Biodiversity Offset 
Assessment of the subject site, undertaken by Ecology & Heritage Partners in October 2018 
(Attachment 6.1) found:  

 “The study area is largely composed of introduced species, with small areas of remnant 
vegetation identified throughout.  

The benchmark description of Plains Grassy Woodland is an open eucalypt woodland to 15 
metres tall over a species rich grassy and herbaceous ground layer, with few sparse 
shrubs. (DELWP) 2018b).  

Vegetation across the study area did not meet the required 25% relative cover of native 
species in order to be considered as a patch of remnant native vegetation.  

All patches of Plains Grassy Woodland within the study area contained a high cover (40% - 
50%) of weeds, particularly introduced grasses such as Perennial Rye Grass (Lolium 
perenne), Kikuyu (Cenchrus clandestinus), Panic Veldt-grass (Ehrharta erecta var.) and 
Vernal-grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum). Both Gorse (Ulex europaeus) and Spear Thistle 
(Cirsium vulgare) were scattered throughout the study area, the former is a weed of 
National Significance (WoNS) and a noxious weed”.  

The above assessment confirms that the actual quality and significance of the vegetation within the 
site differs greatly from that contemplated by the existing Environmental Significance Overlays as 
contained within the City of Whittlesea Planning Scheme. 

4.2 Agricultural  

An Agricultural Capability Assessment of the subject site has been undertaken by Phillips 
Agribusiness in April 2019 (Attachment 6.2). The assessment found:  

“The land capability for the property is estimated to be 4, (out of 5) or “Poor” with the main 
limitations being presence of rock, soil type, low arability and climate. Other characteristics that 
influence agricultural value include restricted water supply, small property size and urban 
location. Grazing is the only rural enterprise that can be conducted. 

The property is a specialist grazing enterprise because of its lack of arability and prevailing 
climatic conditions. Its size of 219ha is insufficiently productive to support a self-sustaining 
grazing enterprise such as beef production. It can only be considered a part time farm which 
area cannot be increased due to its urban location and high land prices.” 

The above assessment confirms the current opportunities for the use of this site as an agricultural 
enterprise are becoming increasingly limited and financially unsustainable. 

4.3 Urban Encroachment 

The subject site is currently located within a green wedge which abuts the UGB on its northern, 
western and southern boundaries. The following PSP’s currently sit within the UGB in this location: 
Wollert, Woodstock and Shenstone Park. The imminent residential development means that the 
subject site and surrounding precinct will abut urban land along all but its eastern boundary. This 
will include being surrounded by 4 main arterial roads; a main arterial road to be constructed along 
the Shenstone Park precinct boundary and existing Epping, Summerhill and Donnybrook roads. 
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In addition, the construction of the future Outer Metropolitan Ring Road (OMR / E6) along land 
already reserved for this purpose ensures that the subject site will be effectively land locked and 
considered an island site. 

4.4 Heritage Planning 

The heritage overlay (HO168) that applies to the site is associated with a dwelling. However, it 
should be noted that the dwelling identified no longer exists. Accordingly, the heritage significance 
is no longer applicable for future use and development considerations. 

4.5 Green Wedge Zone 

There are many purpose of the Green Wedge zone. For example ‘To recognise, protect and 
conserve green wedge land for its agricultural, environmental, historic, landscape, recreational and 
tourism opportunities, and mineral and stone resources’ 

As described in considerations 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 the subject site is increasingly unable to fulfil 
the purposes contemplated by the existing Green Wedge Zone, eg agricultural, environmental and 
cultural heritage purposes 

 

5 Conclusion and Request 

In considering the Shenstone Park PSP within the broader context of the development of the 
Northern Growth Corridor and the City of Whittlesea Planning Scheme we support Amendment 
C241wsea to the Whittlesea Planning Scheme (Shenstone Park Precinct Structure Plan). 

The proposed C241wsea amendments will change the use of the Shenstone area and impact on 
the subject site. We submit that a review of the existing planning controls that apply to the subject 
site is warranted, and will show:  

1. The actual quality and significance of the vegetation within the subject site differs greatly 
from that contemplated by the existing Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO1 & 5); 

2. Opportunities for the use of this site as an agricultural enterprise are becoming 
increasingly limited and financially unsustainable; 

3. The subject site is becoming landlocked by urban development; 
4. The heritage overlay (HO168) is no longer applicable to future use and development 

considerations; and 
5. The subject site is increasingly unable to fulfil the purposes of the Green Wedge Zone, eg 

agricultural, environmental and cultural heritage purposes 
 

A review will ensure that planning controls that apply to the subject site reflect the true nature of 
the site. Hence they can be accurately used within the broader strategic planning and land use 
context of the Northern Growth Corridor and City of Whittlesea Planning Scheme including future 
iterations of the Shenstone Park PSP. 
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6 Appendix 

6.1 Vegetation and Biodiversity Offset Assessment October 2018 

6.2 Agricultural Capability Assessment April 2019 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

The property is located at 795-825 Epping Road, Wollert.  It comprises two adjacent lots that lie 

west of Epping Road and north of Summerhill Road.  The size of the property is 219ha and 

currently used for beef production.  It is zoned green Wedge Zone and subject to Environmental 

Significance Overlay-Schedules 1 and 5 (ESO1 and ESO5). 

 

The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) in association with 

Agriculture Victoria and Deakin University, is undertaking a study to identify strategic 

agricultural land in Melbourne’s Green Wedge Zone and Peri urban areas.  The objective is to 

improve land use and development decision making in these areas.  Community input is being 

invited to contribute to this process. 

 

The purpose of this report is to describe the natural feature characteristics of the property 

identified above to determine land capability, the forms of agricultural use to which it is most 

suited, expected levels of production and sustainability of performance.  Comment is then made 

on how the proposed criteria used by DELEP to identify and protect strategic agricultural land 

applies to the subject property.  

 

2.0 PROPERTY DESCRIPTION  

 

The natural features of the property determine the type of agricultural activity that can be 

practised.  The following is a description of each of the features and and their relative importance 

in the assessment of land capability. 

 

2.1 Climate 

 

The annual average rainfall for the district is approximately 660mm1 with considerable seasonal 

variability and a high drought frequency. The growing season commences with the autumn break 

usually occurring mid-April-early May extending through winter and the spring months.  A dry 

period is usually incurred from mid-November until April which leaves a plant growing period 

during autumn, winter and spring of 7-8 months.  These conditions suit annual cropping, annual 

pastures and perennial pastures that comprise both native and introduced species.  

   

 2.2 Landform and soils  

 

The landform is undulating plains with stony rises2.  It occurs as a crest of stony rises that grade 

to flatter plains.  The vegetative pattern is open Red Gum woodland throughout the landform. 

 

The soils vary according to landform.  Stony rises have shallow stony red-brown gradational 

soils, black soils occur on the apron of the rises and yellow-brown calcareous sodic duplex soils 

on the plains.  The gradational soils are fertile but too shallow and stony for cultivation whereas 

the flatter areas can be cultivated but waterlogging reduces their usefulness. 

                                                 
1 Yan Yean, Bureau of Meteorology 2018. 
2 A Study of the Land to the North of Melbourne, P J Jeffery, Soil Conservation Authority 1981 
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The series of photos below show the different landforms.  Photo 1 shows the undulating 

landform and Red Gum presence while photos 2 and 3 show the different components of stony 

rises and open plains. 

 

Photo 1: Landform of stony rises and plains 

 

 
 

Photo 2: Stony rises 
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Photo 3: Open plains 

 

 
 

 

2.3 Vegetation 

 

The Ecological Vegetation Classes (EVC) occurring on the site3 are Plains Grassy Woodland and 

Creekline Grassy Woodland along Darebin Creek.  The Plains Grassy Woodland comprises an 

open eucalypt woodland over a ground cover that includes introduced species, native grasses and 

herbs and weeds.  Some of the species identified include Perennial Ryegrass, Kykuyu, 

Danthonia, Sweet Vernal, Panic Veldt-grass, Gorse and Spear Thistle. 

 

The agricultural productivity (stocking rate) of this pasture composition is low due to the absence 

of more vigorous introduced species, low soil fertility levels and at the time of inspection, 

drought conditions.  The current stocking rate is estimated to be 5 dry sheep equivalents (dse)4 

per hectare whereas under Best Management Practice5 and more favourable seasonal conditions 

rates of up to 7.5 dse/ha could be achieved. 

 

The Creekline Grassy Woodland EVC has much the same species composition but in different 

proportions. 

  

                                                 
3 Ecology & Heritage Partners Report, October 2018. 
4 Dry sheep equivalent (dse) is that amount of dry matter required by one mature wether per annum 
5 Best Management Practice is an integrated program involving pasture renovation, raising soil fertility levels, 

increased subdivisional fencing and rotational grazing 
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2.4 Water resources and drainage 

 

The two photos below show Darebin Creek as a seasonal stream line flowing across the property 

and a windmill being used to pump groundwater.   

 

Photo 4: Darebin Creek 

 

 
 

Photo 5: Windmill to access ground water 
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Darebin Creek only flows seasonally flows so is an unreliable water source.  Groundwater is the 

main water supply.  Bores are low yielding (1500-5500L/hr) with a depth range between 40m-

60m.  Water quality is adequate for livestock use and likely to be in the range of 4000-6000ppm 

of dissolved salts6 and near the limit for most grazing animals.  Normal practice is to pump from 

the bore by windmill to an elevated storage tank and reticulate to paddock troughs.   

 

Catchment dams can be constructed for water collection and storage but are an unreliable water 

source due to drying out over summer. 

 

2.5 Land use patterns  

 

The property is currently used for the grazing of beef cattle. The grazing enterprise comprises a 

Hereford beef herd of 70 breeding cows.  Calving commences in February with sale of all 

progeny as store weaners within 12 months.  Herd replacements are purchased.  This number of 

cattle translates to a stocking rate of approximately 5 dse/ha.  No fodder conservation is practiced 

due to the stony surface and feed is purchased in times of drought. 

 

Productivity levels of the property are low due to soil and landform characteristics, volunteer 

pasture composition, low soil fertility and small farm size. 

 

When the region was being professionally farmed, district practice was to increase pasture 

productivity through establishing perennial grass species where possible. Some crop production, 

mainly for livestock fodder and pasture improvement was conducted on the small areas of arable 

land.  However, most professional farmers have moved to lower cost areas where land values are 

lower and better related to productivity.  They can more easily achieve economies of scale and 

avoid the difficulties of farming in an urban environment. 

 

With the loss of professional farmers to the district, the following changes have occurred:   

 

• The fragmentation of land holdings that preclude the opportunity of farming under Best 

Management Practice; 

• The lack of opportunity for the transfer of management and ownership to the younger 

generation. 

• Urban based land ownership where farming experience and motivation to farm is lacking; 

• Lowered levels of rural productivity through not being able to farm effectively. 

 

3.0 LAND CAPABILITY 
 

3.1 Land quality 

 

Table 1 is a measure of land capability on an environmental feature basis. A 5-point scale is used 

where 1 is best and 5 worst.  

                                                 
6 Farm Management Handbook, Queensland Department of Primary Industry 1975 
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The table was originally developed by the Soil Conservation Authority to measure soil erosion 

impact but has been modified to measure agricultural land quality.  It is closely aligned with the 

Land Unit classification used by Agriculture Victoria in their technical report “Assessment of 

Agricultural Land Capability in Melbourne’s Green Wedge and Peri-urban Areas”. 

 

Table 1: Criteria and Performance Levels to Measure Agricultural Land Quality 
 

Land Quality Classes * 

 1 2 3 4 5  

Feature Very 

High 
High Average Poor Very poor Property 

       

Length of growing 

season (months) 
11 – 12 9 – 11 8 – 9 7 – 8 < 7 7– 8 

       

Availability of 

supplementary water Yes Yes No No No No 

       

Slope % 0 – 5 3 – 6 6 – 12 12 – 20 20 – 30 3-6 

       

Drainage Good 

Moderate - 

easily 

drained 

Moderate 

- not 

easily 

drained 

Poor Very poor 

Moderate - 

not easily 

drained 

       

Soil Friable 

loams 

Friable 

loams 

Clay 

Loams 

Sands & 

clay 
Sands & clay Clay loam 

       

Profile permeability High Moderate Mod/low Low Low Mod/low  

       

Depth of friable soil 50 cm 20 - 30cm 10 - 25cm 5-10cm < 5 cm 5-10cm 

       

Soil fertility High Mod/high Moderate Low Low Mod/low 

       

Depth to rock 1 m 1 - 0.5 m 0.5 m 0.5-0.1m < 0.1 m < 0.1 m 

       

Erosion Low Low Moderate High Very high Low 

       

Flooding frequency 

(years) None 1 in 15 1 in 10 Annual Annual 1 in 10 

       

Arability Excellent Good Moderate Poor Nil Poor-nil 

       

Overall land capability 
     4 
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3.2 Summary 

 

The land capability for the property is estimated to be 4 or “Poor” with the main limitations 

being presence of rock, soil type, low arability and climate.  Other characteristics that influence 

agricultural productive value include restricted water supply, small property size and urban 

location.   

 

4.0 STRATEGIC AGRICULTURAL LAND 

 

4.1 Objective 

 

The DELWP study of protecting strategic agricultural land is based on identifying agricultural 

land of intensive and sustainable production within the Green Wedge and Peri-urban areas.  

Their main criteria include high quality soils, reliable rainfall, access to water and resilient to 

climate change.  Mapping units have been produced that measure land capability across land 

within 100km of Melbourne.  The classification method is a five class one, where one is best and 

five, worst.  Strategic agricultural land is included up to Class three.   

 

A further input is to consider agricultural production by commodity and to apply to those areas 

which are considered to have the most suitable conditions.  Loations that are listed generally 

include those areas which currently undertake or have the potential to undertake, intensive soil-

based agriculture.   

 

4.2 Property Characteristics 

 

The Epping Road property is not included as area of strategic agricultural land.  There are two 

basic reasons for this assessment: 

 

1 The property is not capable of being intensively cultivated because of high stone 

content, the lack of suitable soils and an environmental overlay protecting open 

woodland vegetation. Grazing is the only rural enterprise that can be conducted. 

2 The climate shows a susceptibility to drought conditions.  Mitigation measures are 

limited due to the difficulty of conserving fodder and the lack of any irrigation 

opportunity.  Purchasing feed in times of drought imposes a high cost on the farming 

system.  

 

There are several other considerations that act as constraints to the management and  

development of this property. 

 

1 The property is a specialist grazing enterprise due to its climate, lack of arability and 

size.  However, the level of productivity of the property is insufficient to support a 

sustainable and economic grazing enterprise such as beef production. It can only be 

operated as a part time farm which area cannot be increased due to its urban location 

and high land prices. 
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2  Residential development, particularly rural living cause land use conflicts between 

urban and rural.  Normal farm practices that may involve dust, noise and odour are a 

cause for complaint while dumping of rubbish, theft and dog attacks on livestock 

impose a cost on farming activities.  

3 The property lies within the Green Wedge Zone where the current planning controls 

do not effectively protect and support commercial farming.  The Green Wedge Zone 

is a mixed use one which encourages uses incompatible with farming systems based 

on the management of natural resources. 

4 Land owners are growing older and cannot provide the opportunity of inter- 

generational change.  Farm management skills and experience are being lost, and 

retirement options are usually based on selling the property rather than its retention 

in agriculture.  

  

 

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 

The land capability for the property is considered to be 4 or “Poor” on a five class grading 

system. The main limitations are the presence of rock, lack of soil suitability, low arability and 

difficult climatic conditions.  Other factors that limit agricultural productivity include limited 

water supply, small property size and urban location.   

 

The DELWP study of protecting strategic agricultural land is based on identifying agricultural 

land of intensive and sustainable production within the Green Wedge and Peri-urban areas.  The 

Epping Road property is not included as area of strategic agricultural land because of 

productivity constraints and lack of flexibility in use. 

 

The property lies within the Green Wedge Zone where the current planning controls do not 

effectively protect and support farming systems based on natural resource management. The 

Green Wedge Zone is a mixed use one which encourages uses incompatible with farming 

systems based on the management of natural resources.  A more flexible land use strategy is 

required in determining the future use of land. 

 

   

 

 

R N Phillips 

Phillips Agribusiness 

20 April 2019 
 

 




